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TFP INTERNATION WARRANTY 

1. Warranty terms   

Each  TFP watch is warranted by TIME FOR PLANET Srl SB 
 for a period of twelve  (12) MONTHS, 
from the earliest between the shipping date or the delivery date to the user, 
under the terms and conditions of this warranty.  
 
The international  TFP warranty covers material and manufacturing defects existing 
at the time of delivery of the purchased TFP watch (“defects”).  
 
During the warranty period customer will have the right to have any "defects"  repaired 
free of charge. In the event that repairs are unable to restore the normal conditions of use 
of your TFP watch, then  TIME FOR PLANET Srl SB guarantees its replacement by a 
TFP watch of identical or similar characteristics.  
 
The warranty for the replacement watch has the same expiry of  the replaced watch. 
This manufacturer’s warranty does not cover: 
- Normal wear and tear and ageing (for example scratched crystal); alteration of the color 
and/or material deformation  of non metallic straps and chains, such as leather, textile, 
.....). 
- Any damage on any part of the watch resulting from abnormal/abusive use, lack of care, 
negligence, accidents (knocks, dents, crushing, broken crystal, etc.), incorrect use of the 
watch and non observance of the operating instructions provided by TFP. 
 

2. Warranty activation    

The warranty only comes into force only if the warranty form has been fully and duly 
filled on the  TFP website. 

• For sales  through the TFP E-shop or through TFP ambassadors  this is performed 
automatically. 

• For sales through third-party websites or  shops, then the user must go to the TFP 
website (www.tfpwatch.it) in the SERVICE -  WARRANTEE ACTIVATION and fill 
in the form with the information relating to the purchase, within 15 days from the 
date of purchase. 

The user is responsible for the correctness of the information provided which are 
 
-  TFP  product code  i.e.  TW1010-10-11 ( see label in the packaging) 

- Serial Number     i.e. 018 / 888    ( see backcover) 

- Purchasing date   i.e. dd-mm-yyyy 

-  Dealer data  :     i.e. Watch House, Milan, Country 

 - User Data:    i.e. John Brow, London , UK, brown@gmail.com 
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3. Watch Repair   

Should a repair be required then the  user  can: 

a)   drop the watch to a TFP local retailer ( SHOP )  if any close by his/her  area 

b)    e-mail  a service request to  TFP:   info@TFPwatch,it  

 

In order to carry out the requested repair immediately, pls  indicate : 

 - watch data:   TFP part  code, serial number 

-  full user data:   name, last name, complete address, (mobile) phone, e-mail  

-  dealer data:     name , city, state, country   

 

 

TFP will arrange a free  pick-up of the watch at  your address, then  repair and ship 

you back the watch. 

Should  the repair  be  out of guarantee terms, then  TFP  will send to customer a quotation 

for the repair itself, which will be executed only after the approval. 

Should customer not approve the repair, then TFP  will return back  the  watch to 

customer,  charging only  delivery costs. 

 

 
4. Watch Service 

 
TFP   offers (on payment)  a watch service: checking all main components and replacing 

some  parts ( sealing.... ) 

By this service TFP   assures proper behavior of the Watch and extends the Warranty  

Period  for further 2 years ( if warrantee itself is not already expired) 

For Service  fee and features check on-line (  info@tfpwatch.it ) ..   

 


